Courage to Tell the Truth

THE TRUTH IS THAT EVERY ABORTION IS THE BARBARIC AND VIOLENT TAKING OF AN INNOCENT HUMAN LIFE....EVERY ABORTION!

The TRUTH is that 99% of Americans have NO idea how many absolutely diabolical ways have been devised by abortionists to kill defenseless children in the womb.

If those 99% of Americans DID learn about the horrific ways that children are poisoned, dismembered and incinerated, this debate would change forever!!

Well, YOU have the power to educate America by sending this video to EVERY Pro-Life candidate running for public office you can think of....EVERY Pro-Life candidate! (And every Pro-Life voter you can think of through e-mail, Facebook, Twitter, blogs, church bulletin announcements, phone calls, etc.)

We desperately need those candidates to tell America WHY they are Pro-Life---not just that they ARE Pro-Life!

If your candidate doesn't have the courage to tell the TRUTH, send the video again...and again...and again!!

If Pro-Life candidates have the courage to tell the TRUTH about what actually happens in an abortion---in every debate, every interview and every stump speech---America will change and WE will stop the abortion machine in its tracks!

This upcoming election is the vehicle, but YOU are the KEY to that vehicle!